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Abstract
We have given several necessary and sucient conditions for statistically self-similar sets and
a.s. self-similar sets and have got the Hausdor dimension and exact Hausdor measure function
of any a.s. self-similar set in this paper. It is useful in the study of probability properties and
fractal properties and structure of statistically recursive sets. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Hutchinson (1981) has introduced the concepts of (strictly) self-similar sets and
self-similar measures in 1981 and has obtained many important results on fractal prop-
erties in the same paper. Falconer (1994), Graf (1987), and Mauldin and Williams
(1986) independently introduced the concepts of statistically self-similar sets and mea-
sures. They also obtained the Hausdor dimensions and Hausdor measures of some
statistically self-similar sets under some conditions. Let us give a preview of our results
in this paper now. First of all, we introduce the concept of a.s. self-similar sets, the con-
cepts of statistically self-similar measure in combination with statistically self-similar
set, then we give several necessary and sucient conditions to ensure the statistically
recursive set being statistically self-similar set or a.s. self-similar set. Finally, we get the
Hausdor dimension and exact Hausdor measure function of any a.s. self-similar set.
1. Notations and lemmas
Let (
;F; P) be a complete probability space, (E; ) be a separable complete metric
space. K(E) denotes all non-empty compact sets in E,  is the Hausdor metric on
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K(E), that is to say, 8I; J 2K(E)
(I; J ) = supf(x; I); (y; J ): x2 J; y2 Ig;
(x; I) = inff(x; y):y2 I)g:
(K(E); ) is also a separable complete metric space.
Let, N>2 be a xed integral, C0=f;g, Cn=Cn(N )=f0; 1; : : : ; N−1gn; (n>1); D=S
n>0 Cn, C = f0; 1; : : : ; N − 1gN , N = f1; 2; : : :g. 82C [ D, jj is the length (or
dimension) of , 8=(1; 2; : : : ; n)2D, =(1; 2; : : :), =(1; 2; : : : ; n; 1; 2; : : :)
is the juxtaposition of  and , jk = (1; : : : ; k), (if jj>k).
8f:E ! E, we call
Lip(f) = sup
x 6=y; x;y2E
(f(x); f(y))
(x; y)
(1)
the Lipschitz coecient of f. Denote
con(E) = ff: Lip(f)< 1; f:E ! Eg;
con(E) carries the topology of pointwise convergence, f0; 1; : : : ; N − 1g carries the
discrete topology and C = f0; 1; : : : ; N − 1gN carries the product topology.
For any topology space T , B(T ) denotes the Borel -algebra, P(T ) denotes all
Borel probability measures on B(T ). Let
con(
; E) = ff(!):f(!) : 
! con(E); s:t: f−1(B(con(E)))Fg;
that is to say, con(
; E) is all random elements from (
;F; P) to con(E). We denote
the distribution of X , the random element on (
;F; P), by P  X−1.
For any subset A in metric space, A0, A and diam(A) denote the interior, closure
and diameter of A. We always assume diam(E)<1.
Denition 1. 8ff0; : : : ; fN−1gcon(E), K2K(E), we call K a (f0; : : : ; fN−1)-(strictly)
self-similar set, i K =
SN−1
i=0 fi(K).
(8AE, we always denote the image of f on A by f(A).)
Let ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E), Q2P(K(E)), call Q a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) statisti-
cally self-similar measure, i 8B2B(K(E)),
Q(B) = P  QN
 (
(!; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2
 K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
f(!)i (Ji)2B
)!
: (2)
We call a random element K(!), from (
;F; P) to K(E), a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) sta-
tistically self-similar set, i its distribution P(K)−1 is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) statistically
self-similar measure.
We call K(!) a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) a.s. self-similar set, i
K(!) =
N−1[
i=0
f(!)i (K
(!i)); PN+1-a:s: (!;!0; : : : ; !N−1): (3)
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Lemma 1. Let f:E ! E:
(1) if f is continuous; then f(K(E))K(E);
(2) Lip(f) : con(E)! [0; 1) is lower-semicontinuous;
(3) f(J ) : con(E)K(E)!K(E) is continuous;
(4) g(J1; : : : ; Jn) =
Sn
i=1 Ji:K(E)
n !K(E) is continuous;
(5) h(f1; : : : ; fm) = f1      fm: con(E)m ! con(E) is continuous.
Proof. Cf. Graf (1987).
Lemma 2. If ff(!); f(!)1 ; : : : ; f(!)m g con(
; E), then
(1) f(!)(J ):
 K(E)!K(E) is Borel measurable;
(2) f(!)1      f(!)m 2 con(
; E); and f(!)1      f(!)m (J ) is Borel measurable from
(
 K(E)) to K(E).
Proof. It is easy to prove this lemma by the denitions.
Lemma 3. Let (Wi;Gi ; Qi) be complete probability space (i = 1; 2); 8 xed 2D;
h(u) :W1 ! con(E); h−1 (B(con(E)))G1,
L(v):W2 !K(E); L−1(B(K(E)))G2,
M (v):W2 !K(E); M−1(B(K(E)))G2,
if L d=M , i.e. Q2  L−1 = Q2 M−1, then; for any m>1; we have[
2Cm
h(u) (L(v))
d=
[
2Cm
h(u) (M (v)) ( for Q1  Q2):
Proof. Let 1A be the indicator function on A, then, for any B2B(K(E)), we have
(Q1  Q2) =
 (
(u; v)2W1 W2:
[
2Cm
h(u) (L(v))2B
)!
=
Z
W1
Q1 (du)
Z
W2
Q2 (dv)1f(u;v):[2Cmh(u) (L(v))2Bg(u; v)
=
Z
W1
Q1 (du)
Z
K(E)
(Q2  L−1) (d J )1f(u;J ):[2Cmh(u) (J )2Bg(u; J )

=
Z
W1
Q1 (du)
Z
K(E)
(Q2 M−1) (d J )1f(u;J ):[2Cmh(u) (J )2Bg(u; J )

= (Q1  Q2)
 (
(u; v)2W1 W2:
[
2Cm
h(u) (M (v))2B
)!
:
Lemma 3 is proved.
Lemma 4. Let ( 
; F; P) be any complete probability space; f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1));
2Dg be a collection of i.i.d. random elements from ( 
; F; P) to con(E)N ;
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g( !)n; = g
( !)
j1      g( !)jn , (2Cn; n>1), if
P(f !2 
: Lip(g( !)i )<ig) = 1 (0<i < 1; 06i<N );
then
lim sup
n!1 2Cn
Lip(g( !)n; ) = 0; P-a:s: !:
Proof. Let  = P  (Lip(g( !)j1 ; : : : ;Lip(g( !)jn))−1 (2Cn; n>1) be the P-distribution of
(Lip(g( !)j1 ); : : : ;Lip(g
( !)
jn)). (It is a random element from 
 to [0; 1)
n by Lemmas 1 and 2.)
Since f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)), 2Dg are i.i.d., so 8; 2D, jj 6= jj, Lip(g( !) ) and
Lip(g( !) ) are independent and Lip(g
( !)
i)
d=Lip(g( !)i ). Hence, for any =(1; : : : ; n)2Cn,
we have
 =
n
k=1
P  (Lip(g( !)jk ))−1 =
n
k=1
P  (Lip(g( !)k ))−1 =
n
k=1
k :
8> 0, let =max06i<N i, we have
P
 
nY
k=1
Lip(g( !)jk )>
!
= 
 (
(t1; : : : ; tn)2 [0; 1)n:
nY
k=1
tk > 
)!
=

n
k=1
k
 (
(t1; : : : ; tn)2 [0; 1)n:
nY
k=1
tk > 
)!
=

n
k=1
k
 (
(t1; : : : ; tn)2 (0; )n:
nY
k=1
tk > 
)!
= 0 (when jj= n>n0 b=(log )=log ):
(Since

(t1; : : : ; tn)2 (0; )n:
Qn
k=1 tk > 
}
is empty set when n> (log =log ):)
Hence, when jj= n> log =log , we have
P

sup
2Cn
Lip (g( !)m:)>

6 P
 
sup
2Cn
nY
k=1
Lip (g( !)jk )>
!
6
X
2Cn
P
 
nY
k=1
Lip (g( !)jk )>
!
= 0:
Lemma 4 follows from the Borel{Cantelli lemma and the above inequality.
Lemma 5. Let ( 
; F; P) be any complete probability space; f(g( !)0; : : : ; (g( !)(N−1));
2Dg con( 
; E);

0 =
(
!2 
: lim
n!1
nY
k=1
Lip(g( !)jk ) = 0; 82C
)
; (4)

1 =
(
!2 
: lim
n!1 sup2Cn
nY
k=1
Lip(g( !)jk ) = 0
)
; (5)
then 
0 = 
1.
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Proof. Let
An( !) =
(
2C:
nY
k=1
Lip(g( !)jk )<
)
; (6)
then fAn( !); n>1g is a collection of increasing open sets in the compact space C.
8 !2 
0, we have
S1
k=1 Ak( !)C, so there is an integral n0 such that
An( !) =
n[
k=1
Ak( !) = C (8n>n0):
It means 
0 
1: 
1 
0 is obvious.
Lemma 6. Let ( 
; F; P) and f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg be dened as in Lemma 5.
Let G: con(E)N ! [0; 1) be measurable;

G =
(
!2 
:
1Y
n=1
G(g( !)(j(n−1))0; : : : ; g
( !)
(j(n−1))(N−1)) = 0; 82C
)
; (7)
then 
G 2 F.
Proof. We can prove as in Lemma 5 that

G =

!2 
:8m>1; 9 k 2N; s:t:
kY
n=1
G(g( !)(j(n−1))0; : : : ; g
( !)
(j(n−1))(N−1))<
1
m
; 82Ck
)
=
1\
m=1
1[
k=1
\
2Ck
(
!2 
:
kY
n=1
G(g( !)(j(n−1))0; : : : ; g
( !)
(j(n−1))(N−1))<
1
m
)
2 F:
Lemma 7. Let 
D= 
2D

; FD= 
2D
F; PD= 
2D
P;  be the coordinate map
on 
D;
:
D ! 
; ((!; 2D)) = ! (82D);
(
;F; P)  (
;F; P) (82D);
F :
  (
D)N ! 
D;
8!; 2
; ( !(0); : : : ; !(N−1))2 (
D)N ;
F(!;; !(0); : : : ; !(N−1)) = != (!;; !i = ( !(i)); i2C1; 2D);
then F is a measurable map; i.e. F−1(FD)F (FD)N ; and
PD(A) = (P  (PD)N )(F−1(A)) (8A2FD): (8)
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Proof. 8k>0; 2Sk+1n=0 Cn; A 2F, we have
F−1
 (
!2
D: ( !)2A;82
k+1[
n=0
Cn
)!
=F−1
 (
!2
D: ;( !)2A;:i( !)2Ai; 806i<N; 2
k[
n=0
Cn
)!
=F−1
 (
!2
D: ;( !)2A;; ( !(i))2Ai; 806i<N; 2
k[
n=0
Cn
)!
=A; 
0BBBB@N−1i=0
266664
0BBBB@ 
2
kS
n=0
Cn
Ai
1CCCCA
0B@ 
2
S
n>k
Cn


1CA
377775
1CCCCA
2F (FD)N ;
hence
F−1(FD)F (FD)N :
By Fubini theorem and the denition of F we can get (8).
Lemma 8. Let ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1gcon(
; E); ( 
; F; P)= (
D;FD; PD); g( !)i=f(( !))i ;
(i2C1; 2D); G and 
G are dened as in Lemma 6; F is dened as in Lemma 7.
Then
P( 
G) = PD( 
G) = 1: (9)
Proof. We denote the element in 
D = 
 by != (!; 2D) = (( !); 2D). Let
H (!) = G(f
(!)
0 ; : : : ; f
(!)
N−1);
Aa =
(
!2 
:92C such that
1Y
n=1
G(g( !)(j(n−1))0; : : : ; g
( !)
(j(n−1))(N−1))>a
)
=
(
!2 
:92C such that
1Y
n=1
G(f
(!j(n−1))
0 ; : : : ; f
(!j(n−1))
N−1 )>a
)
=
(
!2 
:92C; s:t:
1Y
n=1
H (!j(n−1))>a
)
; (10)
then
F−1(Aa) =
(
(!;; !(0); : : : ; !(N−1))2
  (
D)N : (!;; !i = ( !(i));
i2C1; 2D) satises :9061<N; 9= (2; 3; : : :)2C
such that H (!;)
1Y
n=2
H (!1(j(n−2)))>a
)
: (11)
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As in the proof of 
G 2 F, we can prove Aa 2 F (8a> 0). Hence, p(a) b= P(Aa)
is a non-increasing function and

G = 
 −
1[
m=1
A1=m: (12)
So it is enough to prove P( 
G) = 1 that
p(a)  0 (8a2 (0; 1)): (13)
From 06H < 1 we have
H (!;)
1Y
n=2
H (!1(j(n−2)))>a) H (!;)>a;
1Y
n=2
H (!(j(n−2)))>a: (14)
Since H (!;) and
Q1
n=2 H (!(j(n−2))) are independent with measure P  (PD)N , so
p(a) = PD(Aa)
= (P  (PD)N ) (F−1(Aa))
6NP(H (!;)>a)p(a) (8a2 (0; 1)) (15)
by (11) and (14).
Since H < 1, so there is b2 (0; 1) such that
P(H (!;)>b)<
1
N 2
: (16)
It follows from (15), (16) and N>2 that
p(b) = 0: (17)
Hence
 b= inffa2 (0; 1):p(a) = 0g< 1: (18)
If > 0, then we can choose a2 (; 1) such that
ab<; p(a) = 0 (19)
by the denition of  and p() being non-increasing and b2 (0; 1).
By (8) and the denitions of p() and Aa we have
p(ab) = (P  (PD)N ) (F−1(Aab))
6N  (P  (PD)N ) (
(!;; !(0); : : : ; !(N−1))2
  (
D)N :
(!;; !i = ( !(i)); i2C1; 2D) satises 92C
such that H (!;)
1Y
n=1
H (!1(j(n−1))>ab
)!
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= N  (P  PD)
 (
(!;; !(1))2
  
D:92C; s:t:
H (!;)
1Y
n=1
H (j(n−1)( !(1)))>ab
)!
; (20)
1 = 1− p(a) = PD(
D − Aa)
= PD
 (
!2
D:
1Y
n=1
H (j(n−1)( !))<a; 82C
)!
: (21)
Hence from (20), (21) and (16) we have
p(ab)6N  (P  PD)
 (
(!;; !(1))2
  
D:92C;
s:t: H (!;)>b;
1Y
n=1
H (j(n−1)( !(1)))>ab
)!
= N  P(H (!;)>b)p(ab)6 1N p(ab):
So p(ab) = 0. But ab<, it is a contradiction. Hence =0. Lemma 8 is proved.
Lemma 9. Suppose diam(E)<1; ( 
; F; P) is a complete probability space;
fg; 2Dg con( 
; E); gn; = gj1      gjn (2Cn; n>1). Let
K =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
gn;(E):
If
lim
n!1 sup2Cn
nY
k=1
Lip(gjk) = 0; a:s:;
then we have
(I) If fJ; 2Dg is any collection of random elements from ( 
; F; P) to K(E); then
lim
n!1 
 
K;
[
2Cn
gn;(J)
!
= 0; a:s:
(II) K is a random element from ( 
; F; P) to K(E).
Proof. (I) Let 	n =
S
2Cn gn;(J), we want to show
lim
m;n!1 (	n;	m) = 0 a:s:
8m>n; 2Cn; 2Cm−n; let L = g(j1)      g(J) then
gm;(J) = gn;(L):
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8x2	n, there is a 2Cn such that x2 gn;(J) gn;(E). Hence
gn;(E) \	m = gn;(E) \
0@[
2Cn
gn;
0@ [
2Cm−n
L
1A1A
 gn;
0@ [
2Cm−n
L
1A 6= ;:
So
(x;	m)6diam(gn;(E))6diam(E)
nY
k=1
Lip(gjk): ()
8y2	m, there are 2Cn; 2Cm−n such that
y2 gm;(J) = gn;(L):
Hence, there is t 2L such that y = gn;(t) and then
(y;	n) = 
0@gn;(t); [
2Cn
gn;(J)
1A
6 (gn;(t); gn;(J))6diam(E)
nY
k=1
Lip(gjk): ()
It follows from () and () and the denition of  that
lim
m;n!1 (	n;	m) = 0 a:s:
But K(E) is complete, hence there is K 0 2K(E) such that
lim
n!1 (K
0; 	n) = 0 a:s:
It is easy to show that K 0K .
On the other hand, we can also prove K K 0. In fact, if there is an x2K−K 0, then
(x; K 0)> 0 and there is a n 2Cn such that
x2 gn;n(E) (8n>1):
But by the conditions of this lemma there is an n0 such that
diam(gn;n(E))6diam(E) Lip(gn;n)<
1
2(x; K
0) (8n>n0) a:s:
Hence, it follows from x2 gn;n(E) and the above inequality that
gn;n(Jn) gn;n(E)fy:(x; y)< 12(x; K 0)g (8n>n0) a:s:
and then
(gn;n(Jn); K
0)> 12(x; K
0) (8n>n0) a:s:
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Hence,
(K 0; 	n)> supf(K 0; y):y2	ng
> supf(K 0; y):y2 gn;n(Jn)g
> (K 0; gn;n(Jn))>
1
2(x; K
0)> 0 (8n>n0) a:s:
It is a contradiction. So K = K 0.
(II) It follows from Lemma 1 immediately that K is a random element.
2. Statistically self-similar sets
In this section, we will give several necessary and sucient conditions to ensure a
statistically recursive set being a statistically self-similar set.
First of all, we give the following convergence theorem.
Theorem 1. Let ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E) be xed. ( 
; F; P) = (
D;FD; PD);
g( !)i = f
(x( !))
i are as in Lemma 8; g
( !)
n; = g
( !)
j1      g( !)jn (2Cn; n>1). Let
K( !) =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)n; (E) (22)
then we have
(i) If fJ( !); 2Dg is any collection of random elements from (
D;FD; PD) to
K(E); then
lim
n!1 
 
K( !);
[
2Cn
g( !)n; (J( !))
!
= 0 (PD-a:s: !2
D): (23)
(ii) K() is a random element from (
D;FD; PD) to K(E).
Proof. Let 
0 and 
1 be dened as in Lemma 5, taking G(h0; : : : ; hN−1)=max06i<N
Lip(hi) in Lemma 6, then we have 
0 = 
1 
G. It follows from Lemma 8 that
P( 
0) = P( 
1) = 1; (24)
and then Theorem 1 is true by Lemma 9.
Theorem 2. Let ( 
; F; P) be any complete probability space; f(g( !)0; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg
be a collection of i.i.d. random elements from ( 
; F; P) to con(E)N . Let
K( !) =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)n; (E) ( !2 
);
g( !)n; = g
( !)
j1      g( !)jn (2Cn; n>1):
If limn!1 sup2Cn Lip(g
( !)
n; ) = 0; ( P-a:s: !); then K( !) is a P − (g( !)0 ; : : : ; g( !)N−1)
statistically self-similar set.
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Proof. Cf. Hu (1999a,b, Theorem 2:3).
Theorem 3. Let K( !) be as in the Theorem 1; K(!) be a random element from
(
;F; P) to K(E): Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) K(!) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) statistically self-similar set;
(b) 8n>1; we have
K(;( !))
d=
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (K(( !))) (25)
( d= denotes equality in distribution);
(c) P  (K)−1 = PD  ( ~K)−1 = PD  K−1; ( ~K( !) = K(;( !))): (26)
Proof. (a) ) (b): Suppose K(!) is a statistically self-similar set. It is easy to know
that (25) is true for n= 1. Suppose (25) is true for n6m. Since[
2Cm+1
g( !)j1      g( !)j(m+1)(K(( !)))
=
[
2Cm
(g( !)j1      g( !)jm)
 [
i2C1
g( !)i (K
(i( !)))
!
(27)
and
K(!;)
d=
[
i2C1
f(!;)i (K
(!i)); (28)
so we have[
i2C1
g( !)i (K
(i( !))) =
[
i2C1
f(!)i (K
(!i))
d=K(!) = K(( !)): (29)
It follows from (29), (27), Lemma 3 and (25) is true for n6m that[
2Cm+1
g( !)j1      g( !)j(m+1)(K(( !)))
d=
[
2Cm
g( !)j1      g( !)jm(K(( !)))
d=K(;( !)): (30)
So (b) is true.
(b) ) (c): Suppose (b) is true. Let J( !) = K(( !)). Then the right-hand side
of (25) is equal to
S
2Cn g
( !)
n; (J( !)). It follows from Theorem 1 that
lim
n!1 
 
K( !);
[
2Cn
g( !)n; (J( !))
!
= 0 (PD-a:s: !): (31)
Hence [
2Cn
g( !)n; (J( !))
W!K( !)

W!means convergence in distribution

: (32)
But it follows from (b) that the distribution of
S
2Cn g
( !)
n; (J( !)) does not depend
on n and always equals to P  (K)−1, so (c) is true.
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(c)) (a): Suppose (c) is true. It follows from the denition of fg( !)i ; i2C1; 2Dg
that f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg are i.i.d. random elements from (
D;FD; PD) to
con(E)N .
It follows from Lemma 8 (taking G(h0; : : : ; hN−1)=max06i6N Lip(hi)) and Theorem 2
that K( !) is a PD − (g( !)0 ; : : : ; g( !)N−1) statistically self-similar set. But (c) is true, so ~K
is also a PD − (g( !)0 ; : : : ; g( !)N−1) statistically self-similar set. Hence 8B2B(K(E)), we
have
P  (K)−1(B) = PD  ( ~K)−1(B)
= (PD  (PD  ( ~K)−1)N ) (
( !; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2
D K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
g( !)i (Ji)2B
)!
=(P  (P  (K)−1)N ) (
(!;; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2
 K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
f(!;)i (Ji)2B
)!
:
It means K(!) is a P − (f(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1) statistically self-similar set. The theorem is
proved.
Theorem 4. Suppose ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E); K(!) is a random element from
(
;F; P) to K(E). Then the necessary and sucient conditions, to ensure K(!)
being a P-(f0; : : : ; fN ) statistically self-similar set, are that there are following objects:
(a) complete probability space (( 
; F; P);
(b) a collection of maps f; 2Dg; : 
! 
; −1 (F) F;
(c) a collections of i.i.d. random elements f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg from
( 
; F; P) to con(E)N ; satisfying
g( !)i = f
(( !))
i ; P  −1; = P (i2C1; 2D; !2 
); (33)
lim
n!1 sup2Cn
Lip(g( !)j1      g( !)jn) = 0 ( P-a:s: !); (34)
P  (K)−1 = P  K−1; (35)
where
K( !) =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)n; (E) ( !2 
); (36)
g( !)n; = g
( !)
j1      g( !)jn (2Cn; n>1): (37)
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Proof. Necessity: Suppose K(!) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) statistically self-similar set.
Let ( 
; F; P) = (
D;FD; PD);  = ; g
( !)
i = f
(( !))
i ; ( !2 
 = 
D; 2D; i2C1).
It is easy to see that ( 
; F; P) is a complete probability space, f = ; 2Dg is
a collection of measurable maps, f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg is a collection of i.i.d.
random elements.
Eq. (33) is obviously true. Eq. (34) follows from Lemma 8 (taking G(h0; : : : ; hN−1)=
max06i6N Lip(hi)). Eq. (35) follows from Theorem 3.
Suciency: If there is a complete probability space ( 
; F; P) and a collection of
measurable maps (; 2Dg from ( 
; F; P) to (
;F; P) and a collection of i.i.d.
random elements f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg from ( 
; F; P) to con(E)N satisfying
(33){(37). It follows from Theorem 2 that K( !) is a P-(f(g( !)0 ; : : : ; g( !)N−1) statisti-
cally self-similar set. It follows from the denition of statistically self-similar set and
(33){(37) that
(P  (K)−1)(B) = ( P  K−1)(B)
= ( P  ( P  K−1)N ) (
( !; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2 
 K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
g( !)i (Ji)2B
)!
=( P  ( P  (K)−1)N ) (
( !; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2 
 K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
f(;( !))i (Ji)2B
)!
(8B2B(K(E))): (38)
Since P  −1; = P, so we have
P
 
!2 
:
N−1[
i=0
f(;( !))i (Ji)2B
)!
= P
 (
!2
:
N−1[
i=0
f(!)i (Ji)2B
)!
: (39)
Using Fubini theorem in (38) and noting (39) we can get
(P  (K)−1)(B)
= (P  (P  (K)−1)N )
 (
(!; J0; : : : ; JN−1)2
 K(E)N :
N−1[
i=0
f(!)i (Ji)2B
)!
(8B2B(K(E))): (40)
The suciency is proved.
Remark 1. If the three objects in Theorem 4 satisfy (33); then
P  (g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1))−1 = P  (f(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1)−1 (82D): (41)
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Proof.
P  (g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1))−1 = P  (g( !)0 ; : : : ; g( !)N−1)−1
= P  (f(;( !))0 ; : : : ; f(;( !))N−1 )−1
= P  (f(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1)−1:
Remark 2. Let (f(!)0 ; : : : ; f
(!)
N−1) con(
; E); K(!) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) statistically
self-similar set from (
;F; P) toK(E); then there are three objects as in Theorem 4;
which satisfy (34){(37) and
g( !)i = f
(( !))
i ; P  −1 = P (8i2C1; 2D; !2 
): (330)
Proof. In the proof of necessity part of Theorem 4, we have constructed ( 
; F; P) =
(
D, FD; PD);  = ; g
( !)
i = f
(( !))
i ; ( !2 
 = 
D; 2D; i2C1). Hence, for any
A2F; 2D, we have
( P  −1 )(A) = P(f !2
D: ( !)2Ag) = P(f !2
D: ! 2Ag)
= P(f! 2Ag) = P(A): (42)
Theorem 5. Let ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E); satisfy
P(f!2
: Lip(f(!)i )<ig) = 1 (i < 1; 06i<N ): (43)
K(!) is a random element from (
;F; P) toK(E); then K(!) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1)
statistically self-similar set if and only if there are three objects ( 
; F; P); f; 2Dg
and (g( !)0; : : : ; g
( !)
(N−1)); 2Dg as in the Theorem 4 which satisfy (33) and
(35){(37).
Proof. There is no need to prove the necessity part. It is enough to prove the suciency
part that under condition (43) the three objects, constructed as before which satisfy
(33), (35){(37), always satisfy (34). In fact,
P(Lip(g( !)i )<i) = P(Lip(f
(;( !))
i )<i) = P(Lip(f
(!)
i )<i) = 1: (44)
Hence it follows from the Lemma 4 that (34) is true.
3. A.s. self-similar sets
In this section we will give several necessary and sucient conditions to ensure a
statistically recursive set being an a.s. self-similar set.
Theorem 6. Let K( !) be dened as in the Theorem 1; K(!) be a random element
from (
;F; P) to K(E); then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) K(!) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) a.s. self-similar set;
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(b) for any n>1 we have
K(;( !)) =
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (K(( !))) for P = PD-a:s: !; (45)
(c) K(;( !)) = K( !); PD-a:s: !: (46)
Proof. (a)) (b): Suppose (a) is true. It follows from the denition of a.s. self-similar
set that (45) is true for n= 1. If (45) is true for n6m, then[
2Cm+1
g( !)j1      g( !)j(m+1)(K(( !)))
=
[
2Cm
(g( !)j1      g( !)jm)
 [
i2C1
g( !)i (K
(i( !)))
!
=
[
2Cm
(g( !)j1      g( !)jm)
 [
i2C1
f(( !))i (K
(i( !)))
!
=
[
2Cm
(g( !)j1      g( !)jm)(K(( !)))
=K(;( !)) PD-a:s: !:
Hence (45) is true for any n>1.
(b)) (c): Suppose (b) is true. Taking J( !) =K(( !)) in Theorem 1, it follows
from Theorem 1 that
lim
n!1 
 
K( !);
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (K(( !))
!
= 0; PD-a:s: !: (47)
Hence (c) is true by (b) and (47).
(c)) (a): Suppose (c) is true. It follows from Lemma 1 that
h= h1  h2      hs : con(E)s ! con(E); J =
t[
i=1
Ji :K(E)t !K(E)
are continuous maps, hence, from Theorem 1, we know
K( !) = lim
n!1
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (K(( !)))
= lim
n!1
[
i2C1
g( !)i
0@ [
2Cn−1
g( !)i(j1)      g( !)i (K(i( !)))
1A
=
[
i2C1
g( !)i
0@ lim
n!1
[
2Cn−1
g( !)i(j1)      g( !)i (K(i( !)))
1A ; (PD-a:s: !);
(for Hausdor metric ): (48)
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Let !(i) = (!(i) ; 2D) = (!i; 2D) and = (1; : : : ; n−1); then by Theorem 1
lim
n!1
[
2Cn−1
g( !)i(j1)      g( !)i (K(i( !)))
= lim
n!1
[
2Cn−1
f(!i)1      f
(!i(j(n−2)))
n−1 (K
(( !(i))))
= lim
n!1
[
2Cn−1
g( !
(i))
j1      g( !
(i))
j(n−1)(K
(( !(i))))
=K( !(i)); PD-a:s: !(i) (for Hausdor metric ): (49)
From (48) and (49) we have
K( !) =
[
2C1
g( !)i (K( !
(i)); (PD)N+1-a:s: ( !; !(0); : : : ; !(N−1)): (50)
It means that K( !) is a PD-(g( !)0 ; : : : ; g
( !)
N−1) a.s. self-similar set, and then K
(;( !)) is
also by (c). Since g( !)i =f
(x;( !))
i , hence K
(!) is a P-(f(!)0 ; : : : ; f
(!)
N−1) a.s. self-similar
set. Theorem 6 is proved.
Theorem 7. Let ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E). Then every random element K(!)
from (
;F; P) to K(E) is a P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) a.s. self-similar set if and only if
there are the following three objects:
(a) complete probability space ( 
; F; P);
(b) a collection of measurable maps f; 2Dg: : 
! 
; −1 (F) F; (82D);
(c) a collection of i.i.d. random elements f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg from ( 
; F; P)
to con(E)N , which satisfy
g( !)i = f
(( !))
i ; P  −1 = P (i2C1; 2D; !2 
); (51)
lim
n!1 sup2Cn
Lip (g( !)j1      g( !)jn) = 0 ( P-a:s: !); (52)
K(;( !)) = K( !); P-a:s: !; (53)
where
K( !) =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (E) ( !2 
): (54)
Proof. Necessity: We construct the three objects as in Theorem 4. It is easy to know
that (51) and (52) are obviously true. From Theorem 6, (53) is also true.
Suciency: If there are three objects dened as in the theorem which satisfy
(51){(53), using the similar argument in the proof of \(c) ) (a)" in Theorem 6
we can prove that K( !) is a PD-(g( !)0 ; : : : ; g
( !)
N−1) a.s. self-similar set. Hence K
(!) is
a P-(f(!)0 ; : : : ; f
(!)
N−1) a.s. self-similar set by condition (53). The theorem is proved.
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4. Dimension and measure
In this section, we will give the Hausdor dimension and the exact Hausdor measure
function of any a.s. self-similar set.
Theorem 8. Let (
;F; P) be a complete probability space; N>2 be an integer.
ff(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1g con(
; E); K(!) is any P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) a.s. self-similar set;
satisfying
(1) E = E0Rd; E is compact;
(2) ff0; : : : ; fN−1g sicon(
; E) b= ff2 con(
; E): f(!) is a similar operator from
E to E for any xed !2
g;
(3) fi(E0)E0; fi(E0) \ fj(E0) = ; (06i; j <N; i 6= j);
(4) min06i<N Lip(fi)> 0;
(5) sup!2
; 06i<N Lip(f
(!)
i )6< 1;
then
P(f!: dim(K(!)) = g) = 1 (55)
where  is the unique solution of the following equation:**
EP
 
N−1X
i=0
Lip(f(!)i )

!
= 1; 066d
++
: (56)
EP is the expectation operator w.r.t. the probability measure P; dim(  ) is the
Hausdor dimension.
In order to prove Theorem 8, we need
Lemma 10. Suppose ( 
; F; P) be any complete probability space f(g( !)i ; 06i<N ):
2Dg are i.i.d. random elements from 
 to con(E)N satisfying
(1) E = E0Rd; E is compact;
(2) fgs; 2Dg sicon( 
; E);
(3) gn;(E0)
T
gn;(E0) = ;; gn; = gj1      gjn; (8; 2Cn;  6= ; n>1);
(4) min06i<N Lip(gi)> 0;
(5) 26N <1;
(6) sup2D-f;g Lip(g) = < 1.
Let
K( !) =
1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (E) ;
then
P(dim(K( !)) = ) = 1;
where  is the unique solution of the following equation:**
E P
 X
06i<N
Lip(g( !)i )

!
= 1; 066d
++
:
This lemma is just Theorem 1 in Hu (1999a,1999b).
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Proof of Theorem 8. For any a.s. P-(f0; : : : ; fN−1) self-similar set K(!), according
to the proof of necessity in Theorem 7, there are three objects:
(a) complete probability space
( 
; F; P) = (
D;FD; PD);
(b) a collection of measurable maps
f; 2Dg;  : 
! 
; −1 (F) F
( !) = !; (when != (!; 2D)2
D);
(c) a collection of i.i.d. random elements f(g( !)0; : : : ; g( !)(N−1)); 2Dg from ( 
; F; P)
to con (E)N , which satisfy (51){(53) and
K( !) b= 1\
n=1
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (E): (54)
Since dim() :K(E) ! [0;1) is measurable, hence it follows from (53) and (51)
that
P(f ! : dim(K( !)) = g) = P(f ! : dim(K(;( !))) = g)
= ( P−1; )(f! : dim(K(!)) = g)
= P(f!: dim(K(!)) = g): (57)
Similarly, Lip() : con(E)! [0; 1) is also measurable, hence
E P
 
N−1X
i=0
Lip(g( !)i )

!
= EP
 
N−1X
i=0
Lip(f(!)i )

!
(58)
and then  is the unique solution of the following equation:**
E P
 
N−1X
i=0
Lip(g( !)i )

!
= 1; 066d
++
: (59)
In order to prove Theorem 8, it is enough to prove
P(dimK( !) = ) = 1; (60)
where  is the unique solution of Eq. (59).
Using Lemma 10 it is enough to prove (60), that conditions (1){(6) in Lemma 10
are satised. Since in Theorem 8 g( !)i=f
(( !))
i ; (i2C1; 2D; !2 
=
D), conditions
(1){(4) in Lemma 10 follow from conditions (1){(4) in Theorem 8 immediately.
Condition (5) in Lemma 10 is obviously true, so we only need to prove condition (6)
in Lemma 10.
In fact, by condition (6) in Theorem 8 we have
sup
2D-f;g
Lip(g( !) ) = sup
06i<N
2D
Lip(g( !)i)
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= sup
06i<N
2D
Lip(f(( !))i )
= sup
06i<N
!2

Lip(f( !)i )661:
The theorem is proved .
Lemma 11. Under the conditions in Lemma 10, if
(1) P(min06i<N Lip(gi)>) = 1 ( for some one > 0);
(2) P(
P
06i<N Lip(gi)
 = 1) = 1,
then
P(0<H(K( !))<1) = 1;
where H() is the Hausdor measure dened by ’(s) = s.
This lemma is just Theorem 2 in Hu (1999a,1999b).
Theorem 9. Under the conditions in Theorem 8, if
(1) P(min06i<N Lip(fi)>) = 1 ( for some one > 0);
(2) P(
P
06i<N Lip(fi)
 = 1) = 1,
then
P(0<H(K(!))<1) = 1;
it means that the exact Hausdor measure function of K is ’(s) = s.
Proof. Since g( !)i =f
(( !))
i , P  −1 =P (i2C1; 2D; !2 
=
D) in this theorem,
hence we can get Theorem 9 from Lemma 11 immediately.
Remark 3. If f(!)i does not depend on !; (06i<N ), then Theorems 8 and 9 become
Theorem 1(ii) in Hutchinson (1981; p: 737).
Remark 4. If we take 
 = con(E)N ; 
 = 
D = (con(E)N )D in Theorems 8 and 9.
For any element !2 
; ! = (!; 2D); !; = (S0; : : : ; SN−1)2
 = con(E)N ; ! =
(S0; : : : ; S(N−1)); (2D); (f(!)0 ; : : : ; f(!)N−1) = !; (8!2
 = con(E)N ),
then
(g( !)0; : : : ; g
(!)
(N−1)) = (f
(( !))
0 ; : : : ; f
(( !))
N−1 )
= ( !) = ! = (S0; : : : ; S(N−1)) (8 != (!; 2D)):
Hence;
K( !) =
\
n>1
[
2Cn
g( !)j1      g( !)jn (E)
=
\
n>1
[
2Cn
Sj1      Sjn(E);
i.e. K( !) is just the random set dened in Theorem 2:2 in Graf (1987).
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For complete probability space ( 
; F; P) = (
D;FD; PD), we have proved in the
proof of (c)) (a) in Theorem 6 that K( !) is also a P-(g0; : : : ; gN−1) a.s. self-similar
set. In this case, Theorems 8 and 9 become Theorems 7:6 and 7:8 in Graf (1987),
respectively.
Remark 5. Remark 4 tells us that the random set K dened in Theorem 2:2 in
Graf (1987) is not only a P-(g0; : : : ; gN−1) statistically self-similar set but also a
P-(g0; : : : ; gn−1) a.s. self-similar set. Hence Theorems 7:6 and 7:8 in Graf (1987) are
the special cases of Theorems 8 and 9, respectively.
5. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: Graf et al., 1988; Matthias,
1991.
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